GEN4 PILLOW SPEAKERS
®

When they’re in your hospital, your patients’ main concern is their health. But if you ask them how satisfied they were with their stay, they’re
likely to mention the things that can affect your HCAHP scores, like the noise level, the cleanliness of the things in the room, and their
experience with the television. Good experiences with all these little things can lead to a positive overall experience, and maybe even higher
patient satisfaction scores for your hospital.
These are the things we thought about when we designed Gen4. We included key design features that will help you in your efforts to reduce
noise, control infection, and offer a better overall patient room experience. On their own, little things like these might not mean much; but
together, they add up to one more thing to be satisfied about.

DPS®

The user cycles through channels using the
large channel up and down buttons

DirectAccess®

The user can directly access individual
channels through the numeric keypad

PATIENT SATISFACTION

EASE OF USE AND DURABILITY

Gen4 provides a quality TV experience that will help keep your
patients satisfied.

. Simple reprogramming for different hospital-grade televisions

. Buttons are easy to find and press

. User-replaceable cable, speaker, headphone jack,
and overlay

. Streamlined and lightweight case, like home remote controls
. Clean, clear sound

INFECTION CONTROL

. High-impact case material and flexible cable.

PATIENT ROOM INTEGRATION

Hospital-acquired infections can be very costly, so Gen4 is fully
sealed1 to help prevent infectious contaminants from getting into
the case where they could be passed from patient to patient.

The pillow speaker gives patients access to their care team,
entertainment, and environmental controls, so we work closely
with the manufacturers of these systems to make sure everything
works together seamlessly.

. Ingress Protection Rating of IP54 as defined by IEC 60529.*

. Up to three nurse call auxiliary buttons

. Smooth shape allows for quick and easy cleaning, and helps
to prevent contaminants from collecting on the unit.

. Up to four environmental auxiliary buttons

SOUND OPTIONS

In the US, pillow speakers are classified as medical devices, and
manufacturers must be registered with the FDA. Curbell is fully
compliant with all government and industry regulations. Gen4 is
designed, manufactured, and tested to strict standards (like UL
1069) to give your patients a reliable connection, and to give you
one less thing to worry about.

. Optional headphone jack to help minimize noise
. Optional analog volume for situations where two devices
(pillow speakers, beds, or Curbell Remote Entertainment
Stations) control one TV.

* For units without a headphone or keyboard jack

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
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FULLY SEALED UNIT

The sealed design reduces the potential
risk of infectious fluids or solids settling into
the unit — even in the speaker area.

SUPERIOR SOUND

Clear, high quality sound to
increase patient satisfaction.

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

The Gen4 platform allows for up to six
auxiliary buttons to control lighting,
temperature, drapes, nurse call requests, etc.

LARGE BUTTONS

Large buttons are recognizable at a glance and
easy to press. The clean layout makes contacting
the Nurse and controlling TV functions simple.

DURABILITY

The high-impact case material is
designed to withstand over 100
drops onto a concrete floor without
impacting its functionality.

COMFORT-GRIP CASE

The lightweight ergonomic design
mimics the comfort and familiarity of
a home TV remote.

EASY-TO-CLEAN CASE

The streamlined design facilitates
quick and easy cleaning with most
hospital cleaning agents.

FLEX AND STRAIN RELIEF

Gen4’s long flex relief was designed for longer life and greater flexibility.
Internal strain relief prevents damage to internal components.

REPAIRABILITY

You can utilize Curbell’s repair service or choose to make basic
repairs yourself, including quick cable replacement.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Ask us about our disposable
headphones and ear buds

OPTIONAL HEADPHONE JACK

Plug in 1/8" plug earphones to create a
quieter environment.

ANALOG VOLUME CONTROL

Analog volume is available to ensure
independent patient control in situations
where two devices control one TV.

REPAIRABILITY

Gen4 is built to last; but if necessary, you
can easily replace the cable, speaker,
headphone jack, and overlay.

for more information, call your Curbell representative at 1-800-235-7500

